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HISTORIC ROMANIAN DEPOT DAMAGED

This is how a horrified Mihai
Blotor found the main depot
building at Sibiu, when he paid a
casual visit in mid-August. The
tracks are being removed and
preparations are in hand to
convert the building to a new
use.

Enthusiasts in Romania and elsewhere were shocked to hear in late August that the
historic narrow gauge depot at Sibiu had been partially dismantled by its tenant who
was proposing to carry out major alterations to convert it into a car repair workshop.
The damage involved the removal of tracks, the water crane and other items; since
the depot forms part of the Sibiu Agnita Railway (SAR), designated as a historic
monument, the removal amounted to an offence under Romanian law.
NERHT, Fedecrail and others have made representations to the Romanian authorities
expressing concern at the damage and reminding them of their duty to protect their
country’s heritage. In an email to NERHT, the Head of the Sibiu Department of
Culture said that the matter was now resolved, with the tenant’s lease having been
terminated by SFT-CFR, the subsidiary of the Ministry of Transport and owner of the
depot. Efforts are now being made to get the damage put right and ensure that the
historic railway and structures come to no further harm.
In 2006 the Fedecrail Annual General Meeting passed a resolution at the request of
NERHT urging the Romanian authorities to safeguard SAR following which it was

designated as a historic monument. Since then the SAR preservation group has
been working to reopen the line with help from SARUK, the British support group.
The latest crisis came as leaders of Fedecrail, SARUK and NERHT were preparing to
join diplomats, politicians and others at the September festival which will see steam
in operation at Cornatel; we hope to report on this event in full in the next issue of
ES.

The Covasna – Comandau Railway

The Covasna fire brigade services
a train in 2014

Photo

Graham Farr

The Covasna-Comandau 760 mm gauge forestry railway in Transylvania (see the
description in ES 55) is probably one of the better known narrow gauge lines in
Eastern Europe, and is remarkable in a number of respects, particularly on account of
the unique gravity-worked inclined plane – now a registered national monument where narrow gauge timber trucks were transported on 1445mm gauge wagons. The
railway is also unusual in the ex-Communist world in being supported by an active
preservation society, the Siclau Association, which consists of Romanian and foreign
enthusiasts.
NERHT Chairman Stephen Wiggs and Consultant Gordon Rushton visited Covasna in
July together with Octavian Udriste, President of the Train Club of Romania and
Chairman of the Club Feroviar, and met representatives of the Siclau Association.
Covasna is a spa town popular with Romanians. At present tourist trains operated by
George Hocevar (whose companies own and work narrow gauge trains in Romania)
run from the hotel Clermont on the outskirts of Covasna (where two plinthed steam
locomotives may be seen) for a distance of some 1.5 km to the foot of the incline.
Occasional special trains are also run for visiting groups on the high level section in
the vicinity of the village of Comandau.
Development of the railway has been complicated by the insolvency of the forestry
company which acquired ownership after the end of Communism. The priority of the
Siclau Association is to see ownership of the railway pass to Covasna County Council
following which restoration and development of the system as a tourist attraction will
proceed, starting with the ‘lower’ section which when fully reopened will extend from
the standard gauge junction at Covasna station to the incline. In anticipation of the
landownership situation being resolved the Council has already acquired locomotives
and rolling stock, some of which are now being restored. In the meantime NERHT is
in discussion with the Association and the Council on ideas for international cooperation.
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RUSSIA
The Alapayevsk Narrow Gauge Railway. This - AUZhD - is Russia’s longest
narrow gauge line. It was once over 800km but is now down to 270km. It was
mainly a timber carrier, and still runs freight trains. Its passenger services are vital
to local communities because of the general roadlessness. The correspondent of
Oblastnaya Gazeta (official newspaper of the Sverdlovsk regional government)
visited the line in May to report on the weekly tourist train that had been recently
introduced as part of the Region’s development of the tourist industry. (It is the
Region which provided money for new rolling stock and the railway museum at
Alapayevsk).
Previously the passenger service had been nocturnal, running four nights weekly to
Sankino and return, with a thrice-weekly connection to the furthest passenger
station, Kalachbut, which seemed to suit most of its local users, but now a
Saturdays-only day train has been introduced to Verkhnaya Sinyachikha, a
picturesque settlement with a nearby museum. There is talk of extending this tourist
train to Yel’nichnaya - two hours from Alapayevsk – which offers hunting and fishing.
The new day train consists of two 36-seat vehicles.
All fine and dandy, reports the correspondent, but they need to pull their socks up.
On the day of her trip local passengers were mainly pensioners travelling to their
rural allotments and dachas, who expressed satisfaction, and Alapayevsk families
giving their children a day out, but what was in it for tourists? The train takes
seventy minutes to get to its destination, and departs on its return trip ten minutes
later. Not much time for sightseeing or visiting the museum (which itself is a long
way from the station). All a tourist might do was rely on the rare bus services to get
to the museum from the station and then bus back to Alapayevsk.
There is hardly any publicity about the train. The local passengers had learned about
it not from publicity but from gossip. There seems to be no internet information (the
local tourist office has no site, and the local government site was unhelpful).
So those are two things the Railway must fix: proper publicity and some kind of rescheduling, maybe through coordination with local bus services.
And there is one thing more: toilets! Not one civilised toilet was encountered on the
whole trip. Alapayevsk station serves a town of 38,000 people after all.
But the local
authority’s efforts are
not entirely in vain.
Tourist traffic has
grown, from a hundred
or so in 2013 to
approaching two
thousand in 2014, and
there are signs that
2015 will do even
better.
The new tourist train
Photo by Sergei
Shcherbakov
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AM1 Railcars. Sergei Dorozhkov writes: The body of an AM1 narrow-gauge railcar
has been rescued from the Nizhny Novgorod area and moved to Moscow by the
industrial tourist group Poezd
Naprokat. This is the second AM1
railcar in preservation. The first,
AM1-248, was long ago handed over
from Pereslavl for a private project
which never came to fruition. Last
year it was moved to Ekaterinburg
(see picture).
AM1 diesel railcars were designed in
1962 for handling passenger traffic
on narrow gauge industrial lines.
Their body was standardised with
the PV40 passenger coach, up to
four of which could be used as
trailers. AM1 became the only massproduced narrow gauge railcar in the USSR, with 297 built between 1963 and 1972.
Due to its overcomplicated and costly transmission the otherwise very progressive
design did not last long.
(Graham Farr adds that there are some railcars of this type surviving outside
the former USSR. AM1 003 has been operational at Viseu de Sus in Romania and
another was seen under restoration at CFI Criscior in 2013. They can be seen on
the web)
UKRAINE
RAILWAY PRESERVATION IN WESTERN UKRAINE
Over the past decade and more NERHT has supported various preservation schemes
in Ukraine, and in June our representatives spent a week in the west of the country
on a fact-finding expedition meeting local activists and visiting railway sites. The
main enthusiast organisations there are the Carpathian Tramway Forum (based in
Lviv) and AZIZU (the Ukrainian national railway heritage association) and
representatives of both of these bodies arranged for us to visit the following:
LVIV RAILWAY. On the day of our
arrival we saw (right) the L Class
2-10-0 maintained by the Lviv
Railway (the region of Ukrainian
State Railways serving the Lviv
area) in steam having worked an
enthusiasts’ special. On the
following day we met senior
officials of the Lviv Railway and
joined our Ukrainian colleagues in
making the case for preserving the
railway heritage.
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ZNESINNYA PARK RAILWAY, LVIV. Ukrainian activists are continuing to promote the
idea of regular tourist trains on this goods line on the outskirts of Lviv which has
been used for occasional heritage specials. We believe that this project has great
potential since the branch runs through the Znesinnya City Park and passes the
Museum of Folk Architecture and Rural Life whose Director is keen on the idea.
LVIV CHILDREN’S RAILWAY This Soviet-era children’s railway (or pioneer railway)
runs for over a kilometre through a park in the city and is a popular tourist
attraction. We met the Director of the railway and were able to describe the work of
Fedecrail in the field of transferring skills to the younger generation. Eastern Star
hopes to publish more about this railway in the near future. In the meantime, here
are some websites that cover it:
http://www.lvivcenter.org/en/uid/picture/?pictureid=3D1828
http://www.lvivtoday.com.ua/exploring-lviv/3469
http://www.geocaching.com/geocache/GC5P8BR_childrensrailway?guid=3D4f2=0b6aa-a7ab-4dc1-ac6a-1a76be836489
http://dzd-ussr.ru/towns/lvov/rasp.html
LVIV TRAMS The metre-gauge tramway network in Lviv seems to be flourishing
having acquired modern trams built in Ukraine by the Elektron Company. (There
are also trolley buses if you like such things!). We were privileged to be invited to
visit the depot where the historic tram
dating from 1909 is being restored to
working order.

At Lviv, the Siemens & Halske vintage tram under
restoration by volunteers
Photo Jonathan Sutton

SKOLE RAILWAY MUSEUM A description of this museum project will appear in a later
issue of Eastern Star.
VYHODA FORESTRY RAILWAY This spectacular narrow gauge line has been visited
several times over the years by NERHT and Fedecrail delegations, and as well as
timber traffic it now carries regular tourist trains using diesel locomotives hauling
standard ex-Soviet coaches from the Demikhovo works. This development is most
encouraging, although the line lacks even the most basic facilities and infrastructure
which foreign tourists would expect to find. Trains start near the level crossing of
the depot spur in Vyhoda village (where there are hotels and restaurants) and on the
day of our visit the trains were filled by coach parties of Ukrainian tourists. Details of
the passenger trains may be found on the internet (search under Carpathian
Tramway). Anyone planning to visit the line is welcome to contact NERHT for more
information.
We look forward to continuing to co-operate with all these projects, and would like to
thank the Carpathian Tramway Forum and AZIZU for all their kind assistance in
providing guides and interpreters and for making us welcome to their country. S W
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A Ukrainian Excursion
From time to time Eastern Star mentions forthcoming trips organised by Wolfram
Wendelin to raise funds for his museum project, among other things. Here is a firsthand account by a participant of his April 2015 venture.
Earlier in the year, I had a copy of Eastern Star sent to me by email that included an
advertisement for a railway photography tour of Ukraine, organised by Wolfram
Wendelin, only a few days before the closing date for applications. As the trip
included a visit to Haivoron and its narrow gauge railway and the chance of a ride
behind the steam loco there over the whole route during the course of a two-day
private charter, I felt that the opportunity was too good to miss. (Last year on a
NEHRT visit to the depot we had not seen anything moving at all and the Gr loco
looked to be in quite a sorry state, parked out in the ‘coal yard’ – I was slightly
doubtful it could even be steamed in that condition). Arrangements were made with
Wolfram that I would join the tour party in L’viv.
Though the train to L’viv (from Krakow) runs overnight and has bed accommodation
it would be a misnomer to call it a sleeping train… the lengthy formalities involved
with the border crossing see to that and the early arrival at 05.05 didn’t permit a
comfortable lie-in either – communication with the attendant had been restricted to
the universally recognised sign language of nods, laughs and gestures but had failed
to remind me of the one-hour time difference – what I took to be the ’60 minutes to
destination’ warning knock on the compartment door was actually the ‘The train is
now arriving in L’viv, prepare to disembark’ knock...
The following day saw the tour proper start. The L class 2-10-0 locomotive and a
formation of a historic and photogenic rake of stock was due to depart the main
station 10.40. However, word came through that it had suffered damage as a result
of a derailment in the depot but would be with us ‘soon’ – I eventually found the
engine in steam in the nearby depot with a handful of other tour participants. A
spring had been removed from the front pony truck and was awaiting replacement.
The necessary tools had been left on the buffer beam along with a new spring, so it
was clear that ‘something was about to happen’ – presumably the delay was in
finding the right man to do the job….?
Our train headed out behind a diesel locomotive sometime after two pm with the
promise that the steam engine would catch us up later, which it duly did. The
maximum permitted line speed was 40kph (around 25mph) although in lots of places
trains are obliged to run more slowly given the poor condition of the track. Some fine
pictures were to be had on the way back as the dreary weather cleared just before
sunset ensuring some beautiful lighting on the specially painted green carriages. In
the evening a private tour of the extensive tram network was arranged, using a
vintage Gotha tram car which was posed in various locations for photographic
purposes. The second day went as planned, with the train ready for departure at the
timetabled time. It first ran from L’viv onto the Znesinnya Park railway, calling in at
the open air museum for a brief stop. The weather changed to include a blizzard and
then spectacular contrasting lighting conditions with sunshine and dark clouds in the
afternoon.
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From L’viv the party travelled to Kiev on a new 8-car Hyundai-built train. On-board
displays inside above the doorways in each carriage quoted a maximum speed of 160
kph while 120kph running was sustained for lengthy periods of the journey. With
seating configured in standard class as 3+2 with a wide aisle, first class 2+2, the ride
was very comfortable. These trains are equipped with buffet cars as well as an
efficient trolley service that provides hot drinks and snacks delivered to your seat.
The night was spent in the Hotel Ukrainia, which overlooks the Maidan and was close
to the scenes of demonstrations of a year before. The area has been tidied up
somewhat since my last visit but numerous floral, pictorial and candle tributes remain
dedicated to those who lost their lives in the violence. The railway interest of the day
took the form of a trip around the ‘ring bahn’, twice crossing the mighty Dnieper
River, behind another L class locomotive, this example being oil-fired. Plenty of photo
stops were made – at both stations and sometimes on plain line too. In all cases
there was pretty much free and unrestricted access which makes a refreshing change
from the UK scene.
Before our departure to the narrow gauge railway, there was an opportunity for
either a ride out on tram route 18 or a ‘cultural’ walking tour in central Kiev. A minor
hiccup occurred when one member of the group had his wallet lifted by a pickpocket
on the metro – it was later found and returned but the time taken for bureaucratic
process threatened briefly to upset the carefully planned timetable for the day.
Wednesday and Thursday consisted of running
behind the Gr loco 250 (left) to both extremities of
the Haivoron system (alas much truncated). The
first day, under blue skies and sunshine, the train
set off in a generally easterly direction, with the
aim of making the terminus around the middle of
the day and then a gentle return working for
photography with the chimney leading. Alas, the
engine didn’t steam well on the poor quality
clinker prone coal-like fuel. Regular stops were
needed and virtually the whole contents of the
firebox had to be raked onto the trackside several
times. An alternative means of transport was
available in the form of a public bus for those who
wished to get back to the hotel from terminus
Holvanivs’k, some 55 km distant. It should be
noted that the road network in the area is pretty
sparse and even if chasing the train in an easily hired taxi, roadside vantage points
are few and far between. Those of us who stayed aboard the train, however, were
treated to some more wonderful photo opportunities as the sun set. By this stage in
proceedings old sleepers were being lifted from abandoned sidings or wherever they
could be found and forced into the fire … at least we didn’t have a connection to
make; arriving back at Haivoron around midnight was an unforgettable railway
experience. The following day the western arm of the railway was covered to
Rudnytsya where a connection to a main-line overnight train was made with some
minutes to spare after another day of running with sub-par fuel … The tour finished
on Friday 15th April with some mainline lineside photography in spectacular mountain
scenery before a late evening return to L’viv.
Alasdair Stewart
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SLOVENIA
Slovenian Railway Museum
The Velocipede group in its Newsletter 55 gives pictures and details of handpropelled vehicles in the Slovenian Railway Museum at Ljubljana. The newsletter can
be accessed via www.velocipedes.co.uk
(Eastern Star has previously mentioned the Velocipede group, which is interested in
railway hand-propelled vehicles, which come in a surprising number of shapes, sizes,
and creators. The group would always be interested in hearing of such vehicles still
extant in the more obscure corners of the former Soviet bloc. It will soon be
scanning the Arthur Koppel Russian Catalogue, which will be a free download, as is
everything on the Velocipede website).
As for the Slovenian Railway Museum, it is interesting to learn that it has a British
supporters’ organisation, The Friends of the Slovenian Railway Museum, with a
quarterly newsletter, the Cornet.
REVIEW

Baltic Railways Magazine
Regretfully, the publishers of this highly-regarded periodical have decided to cease
publication of its English/Latvian version for financial reasons, although the latest
news is that a way to maintain an English version is being sought. So issue No 18
is Lithuanian/Russian only (although the cover title is still in English).
Production standards are still high, although the Cyrillic text could be more
comfortable if it was slightly larger. As before, much of the material relates to
present-day news. In Lithuania there is a buoyant feeling. The Lithuanian part of
the standard-gauge Rail Baltika should be finished this year, and an early
consequence will be the restoration of the Vilnius-Berlin passenger service. Much
Lithuanian passenger traffic is the transit movement between Russia proper and
Kaliningrad; this seems to have increased during the tense political situation. In
Latvia, too, there is optimism and a substantial capital investment; a long doubletracking project has just been completed.
Much of the historical section is devoted to the Soviet M62 diesel locomotives in the
Baltic states. This medium-size locomotive was designed for export to the peoples’
democracies but because Soviet Railways lacked a diesel locomotive that could
replace steam on secondary routes it was also built for the Russian gauge. Because
the Baltic States had so many light-traffic lines a disproportionate number were sent
there (so much for the myth that they were there because they were built to
European loading gauge and could be easily adapted to serve the Red Army in a
forthcoming invasion of western countries). After the dismemberment of the USSR
they were divided between the Baltic states. In Estonia they continued working until
the railways were privatised, when they were replaced by American locomotives,
being scrapped or sent to Polish private railways. Latvian Railways took the
cheapest route, a few were scrapped but most remained in service unchanged
(some have not even been re-repainted) and can still be seen. In Lithuania some
were scrapped but others have been modernised and re-engined. Spare parts were
obtained when the new united Germany returned, gratuitously, locomotives that
had earlier been bought and used by the German Democratic Republic. (one of
those returned GDR units is now an exhibit in the Lithuanian Railway Museum).
The remainder of the historical section is about the armoured trains Lithuania used
in its war of independence in 1919 against the Polish army.
JNW
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UKRAINIANS AT FEDECRAIL YOUTH CAMP
Three young members of AZIZU, the Ukrainian national railway heritage association,
took part in this summer’s Fedecrail Youth Camp at the MÁV Nosztalgia Heritage
Park, Budapest, which was attended by volunteers from ten European countries.
During their time in
Hungary the
youngsters took part
in a variety of
activities all of which
provided valuable
experience which they
will put to good use at
the museums and
railways with which
they are associated:
especially restoration
of historic rolling
stock and working
visits to the Budapest
children's railway.
On the Budapest Childrens Railway

Photo Ivor Harding

The programme also included excursions to railway sites, in particular the preserved
Kismaros to Királyrét narrow gauge forestry line and the Museum of City Transport at
Szentendre, north of Budapest, as well as visits to ordinary tourist sites and social
activities. The Ukrainians particularly appreciated the opportunity to get to know
young people from other lands and said that the camp was an enjoyable and
worthwhile experience as well as a unique opportunity to learn about preservation
outside Ukraine.
The Committee would like to thank all those whose generous donations to the
NERHT Youth Fund made it possible for the Ukrainians to attend the camp. We are
also grateful to Ivor Harding for helping with the administrative arrangements and to
Raisa Karchevska for acting as interpreter.
And here is an appreciation from the Ukrainian side:
The Fedecrail Youth Camp was based in the MAV Nostalgie Heritage Park,
Budapest, utilising preserved sleeping cars for accommodation. Visits and work were
arranged by Peter Kaloczkai. This gave very good opportunities for useful work on
the overhaul of a Saloon / Sleeping car, composite vehicle. Work included
preparation for restoration of the windows, removing degraded rubber window seals,
and also cleaning varnish from fascia strips. Most meals were prepared on site by
volunteers from the children's railway.
A comprehensive visit was made to the children's railway to study the varying
signalling arrangements at each station. A second visit was a 'work day'. Part of the
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group went out on the line with the regular teams on train operations and station
duties while the remainder stayed at the depot doing track work and replacing
sleepers. Our lads removed the wooden floor of a flat car and prepared the
underframe for re-painting, removing loose paint by pressure-washing.
A visit was made to the preserved NG forestry line Kismaros to Kiralyret, for a trip
only. Various other visits were made in Budapest to Nyugati station, and Deli station
with visits to the control room and signalbox and a visit to the Knorr-Bremse factory.
Two hikes were made in the nearby forests and the usual tourist sights.
The last visit of the Camp was to the Museum of City Transport at Szentendre, north
of Budapest, with its large collection of trams and railcars going back to steam days.

The farewell
dinner: Raisa
in the restored
MAV dining car
Photo Ivor
Harding

The work group

Photo Raisa Karchevska

The premises of the Youth Camp are very good. Youngsters from ten countries met
and worked together, exchanging views and getting to know a little about each
others’ countries. From my point of view, more work (and less hiking ) could have
been included to enable different aspects to be experienced. On the whole, I think all
enjoyed the week and in particular, for our lads, it was the first possibility to see
preservation outside of Ukraine. (And a special thanks to Raisa Karchevska for translating
for the Ukrainian group).

Ivor Harding

For Sale

(in aid of NERHT funds)

RAILWAY WORLD unbound 1968 1992
TRAINS MAGAZINE (USA) 1951-1956 (bound), 1957-2010 (unbound)
For details please contact the Editor
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